Introduction

The elaborate circuitry of the mammalian forebrain poses an experimental challenge to dissecting the functional roles of its intertwined components. Untangling these relationships has been aided recently by the development of optogenetic methods for specifically exciting and inhibiting neuronal populations and their projections. These approaches make use of the genetically controlled expression of membrane channels responsive to light. Of particular note, channelrhodopsin, a light-gated ion channel, depolarizes neuronal membranes following optical stimulation, leading to excitation of the expressing neuron and its projections. Conversely, halorhodopsin, a light-gated chloride pump, hyperpolarizes the membrane, thus inhibiting the targeted projection. Several variants of these opsins have been engineered, multiple vectors produced for transfection and expression in neuronal populations of interest, and transgenic mouse lines engineered that constitutively express these opsins or that enable cre-lox mediated control of their expression.

The utility of these optogenetic methods and materials has revolutionized modern experimental neuroscience, enabling the dissection of the role of specific neural circuits in the physiology and behavior of the organism. In this context, one of the main advantages of this method is the ability to characterize the physiology of long range projections that are difficult, if not impossible, to preserve in a thick slice, such as the commissural connections between cerebral cortical hemispheres. Furthermore, this technology enables manipulations not possible with other methods, such as the selective inhibition of projections with fine temporal precision using halorhodopsin. Moreover, the cell-type specific expression of these opsins allows isolated components in a neural circuit to be selectively stimulated or inhibited. As such, these novel optogenetic tools enable the unprecedented analysis of the neuronal contributions to physiology and behavior.

Here, we describe a protocol for expressing channelrhodopsin in the mouse brain using adeno-associated viral (AAV) vectors. Specific transfection of targeted neuronal populations can be accomplished using this protocol, with the appropriate choice of promoter constructs or transgenic mice that express Cre-recombinase in the targeted neurons of interest and a "floxed" viral construct. We investigate the layer 6 corticothalamic projection from the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) to the ventroposterior medial nucleus (VPm). We combine this specific expression with laser-scanning photostimulation in vitro to assess synaptic physiology and functional topography. The setup presented here enables the precise spatial positioning and control of the loci of photostimulation. Finally, we describe the visualization of expression patterns using confocal microscopy.
Protocol

1. Surgery and Injections

1. Anesthetize mice using an intraperitoneal injection (22-25 G needle recommended) of ketamine (100-120 mg/kg) and xylazine (7.5-16 mg/kg).
   1. Assess sedation using strong toe pinches until no responses are elicited. For all animal procedures described, modify to follow local IACUC guidelines as necessary.

2. Place sedated mice in a stereotaxic device by securing the head and ears in their respective holders.
   1. Lubricate the eyes prior to placing the animal in the stereotaxic device with a sterile ophthalmic ointment.

3. Shave the scalp with a razor and sterilize the area with Betadine swabs.

4. Using a scalpel, cut a midline incision and reflect the skin and underlying muscles above the area to be injected.

5. Rotate a scalpel blade as a trephine to perform a craniotomy above the region to be exposed. Alternatively, use a small drill bit attached to a Dremel to perform the craniotomy.
   1. To perform the craniotomy, place scalpel blade or drill bit on surface of skull and slowly rotate until enough bone has been excavated to reveal the pia mater underneath.
   2. Once the initial excavation is made, enlarge the craniotomy using fine forceps to carefully remove bone from the edges.

6. Fill a 1 μl syringe with the viral solution to be injected (UNC Vector Core).
   1. To enhance transfection efficacy, prepare viral solution with 4 μg/ml polybrene.

7. Lower the needle into the area to be injected and pressure infuse 200 nl of solution containing virus with a syringe pump.
   1. Let syringe sit for 10 min before withdrawing the needle.

8. Suture the skin with nonabsorbable monofilament Nylon and cover the incision with antibiotic ointment.
   1. Sutures should be removed after 7-10 days.

9. Inject buprenorphine (0.05-0.1 mg/kg) for post-operative analgesia.

10. Allow animals to post-operatively recover for 14-21 days to allow for adequate expression of channel rhodopsin.

2. Slice Preparation

1. Following the recovery period, deeply anesthetize the animal with isoflurane anesthesia, as verified by absence of withdrawal reflex when the hind foot and/or toes are firmly pinched.

2. Dissect the brain by decapitation followed by midline and frontal cuts to the skull.

3. Peel apart the skull from the midline to expose the brain.

4. Carefully remove the brain using a fine scoop spatula to separate the cranial nerves from the base of the brain.

5. Quickly place dissected brain in small 100 ml beaker containing chilled, ice-cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF; in mM: 125 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25 NaH₂PO₄, 1 MgCl₂, 2 CaCl₂, 25 NaHCO₃, 25 glucose).

6. Remove brain from ACSF and place on a microscope slide covered with filter paper prewetted with ACSF.

7. Make a blocking cut of the brain in the desired orientation using a clean razor blade.

8. Affix the blocked surface of the brain to cutting stage using instant adhesive glue.

9. Transfer stage to a vibratome cutting chamber (kept in freezer until ready for cutting).

10. Pour ice cold ACSF into cutting chamber.

11. Slice brain sections at 400-500 µm using a vibrating tissue slicer.

12. Transfer brain slices to a holding chamber containing oxygenated ACSF, and incubate at 30 °C for at least 1 hr before experiment.

3. Physiological Recording

1. After the incubation period, transfer a slice to a recording chamber on a modified microscope stage.

2. Secure the slice in the bath during the experiment using a few threads of Nylon filaments attached to a platinum wire slice holder.

3. Perfuse the slice with ACSF constantly.

4. Pull recording pipettes to a tip resistance of 3-6 MO when filled with intracellular solution containing the following (in mM): 127 K-gluconate, 3 KCl, 1 MgCl₂, 0.07 CaCl₂, 10 HEPES, 2 Na₂-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, 0.1 EGTA. The intracellular solution should have pH 7.3, adjusted with KOH or gluconic acid and the osmolality of 280-290 mOsm.

5. Using a standard visualized whole-cell recording setup, place recording pipette near neuron to be recorded while applying positive pressure.

6. Release positive pressure while applying suction to form Gigaohm seal.

7. Apply brief suction to break membrane and form whole-cell configuration recording.

8. Record the responses of neurons in either voltage or current clamp.

4. Laser-scanning Photostimulation

1. Start data acquisition software and hardware, described in previous reports.


5. Fixed Slice Imaging

1. After recordings, transfer brain slice to 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.01 M PBS (pH 7.4) overnight at 4 °C.
2. Transfer the slice in 30% sucrose in 4% PFA/0.01 M PBS overnight at 4 °C.
3. Cut 50 µm sections using a cryostat and collect in 0.01 M PBS.
4. Rinse sections in 0.01 M PBS twice at room temperature.
5. Mount sections and coverslip in an appropriate antifade medium.
6. Transfer sections to the confocal microscope.
7. Focus into the ROI using white light.
8. Activate the 'Map' function to start stimulation and acquisition of data.
9. Following acquisition of photostimulation evoked responses, carry out analysis of mapped data using either the offline map analysis program in Tidelwave or the 'MapAnalysis' program in Ephus.

5. Fixed Slice Imaging

1. After recordings, transfer brain slice to 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.01 M PBS (pH 7.4) overnight at 4 °C.
2. Transfer the slice in 30% sucrose in 4% PFA/0.01 M PBS overnight at 4 °C.
3. Cut 50 µm sections using a cryostat and collect in 0.01 M PBS.
4. Rinse sections in 0.01 M PBS twice at room temperature.
5. Mount sections and coverslip in an appropriate antifade medium.
6. Transfer sections to the confocal microscope.
7. Focus into the ROI using white light.
8. Choose the wavelength, imaging size, and repetition for image acquisition. For YFP, we use 514 nm (Ex)/527 nm (Em).

Representative Results

Laser-scanning photostimulation of projections between the primary visual area (V1) and the secondary visual area (V2) in the mouse was accomplished following injections of pAAV-CaMKIIa-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP into V1 of a Balb/C mouse (Figure 3). The CaMKIIa promoter in this viral construct drives specific expression of channelrhodopsin-EYFP in excitatory glutamatergic neurons. After preparation of slices for physiological recording, expression of channelrhodopsin-EYFP fibers, i.e. epifluorescence of the conjugated EYFP, was observed traversing from V1 to V2 (Figure 3A). In addition, the corticothalamic fibers in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) were also observed (Figure 3A). Whole-cell patch clamp recordings from a neuron in V2 revealed EPSCs elicited following laser-scanning photostimulation of channelrhodopsin-EYFP expressing fibers in the lower layers of V2 (Figure 3B).

In another example, laser-scanning photostimulation of the corticothalamic projections from layer 6 of the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) to the ventroposterior nucleus (VP) was accomplished using this protocol. Here, we used a Cre-Lox approach to specifically target channelrhodopsin expression in the layer 6 neurons and corticothalamic projections of interest. Explicitly, we injected pAAV-Ef1α-DIO-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP-VPRE-pA into S1 of B6.Cg-Tg(Ntsr1-cre)GN220Gsat/Mmcd mice (Figures 1 and 4). This transgenic mouse strain expresses Cre-recombinase specifically in layer 6 corticothalamic neurons, and therefore results in ChR-YFP expression only in those neurons following transfection by the 'floxed' AAV construct. After preparation of slices, channelrhodopsin-EYFP fibers were observed in the layer 6 neurons and fibers projecting to layer 4 and VP (Figures 4A and 4B). Physiological recording from a VPm neuron using whole-cell patch clamp revealed that EPSCs could be elicited following laser-scanning photostimulation near the recorded neuron (Figures 4C and 4D).

The morphology of labeled fibers was assessed more readily following physiological recordings. Here, we resectioned (50 µm) slice preparations with channelrhodopsin-EYFP expression in layer 6 corticothalamic neurons (Figure 5). This revealed a fine pattern of labeled fibers traversing from layer 6 to layer 4, where they terminated and arborized extensively (Figure 5A). In addition, corticothalamic fibers were observed entering the white matter traversing towards the thalamus (Figures 5A and 5B).
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of targeted expression of channelrhodopsin via a Cre-Lox approach. Transgenic mice expressing Cre-recombinase in the neuronal populations of interest are injected with a 'floxed' virus encoding channelrhodopsin fused to a fluorescent protein, such as YFP. Following transfection, only neurons with Cre-recombinase will express channelrhodopsin-EYFP. Click here to view larger image.
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of photostimulation setup. (A) Diagram of the laser-scanning photostimulation setup. The laser beam is guided successively through an open beam system to a shutter and a neutral density (N.D.) filter. A coverslip reflects part of the beam to a photodiode connected to an amplifier for laser power measurements. Mirror galvanometers are used to position the laser beam through a scan lens, which guides the beam through a side port on the top of the microscope. The beam is then reflected down through the objective lens to the slice preparation using a dichroic mirror. For further details see Lam and Sherman\textsuperscript{23} and Shepherd\textsuperscript{29}. (B) Example of the photostimulation grid pattern for the representative experiment shown in Figure 3. The 16 x 16 stimulation grid is overlaid on a photomicrograph of the slice preparation. A red star indicates the location of a neuron recorded using whole-cell patch clamp. The laser-beam position is guided to each of the 256 positions in the stimulation grid by computerized positioning of the mirror galvanometers. The laser positions of the 1st 5 stimulation sites are depicted in the figure. The responses from the recorded neuron to photostimulation at each of the sites is depicted in Figure 3. Click here to view larger image.
Figure 3. Laser-scanning photostimulation of corticocortical projections from primary visual cortex (V1) to secondary visual cortex (V2) in the mouse. (A) Epifluorescent image of the slice preparation showing channelrhodopsin-EYFP fibers from V1 to V2 and in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). Specific expression of channelrhodopsin-EYFP in excitatory glutamatergic neurons is driven by a viral construct containing the CaMKIIa promoter. (B) Excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) elicited from a neuron in V2 following laser-scanning photostimulation. Red star indicates recording site. Scale bars: (A) 500 µm, (B) 200 pA, 100 msec. Click here to view larger image.
Figure 4. Laser-scanning photostimulation of corticothalamic projections from primary somatosensory cortex (S1) to the ventroposterior nucleus (VP) in the mouse. (A) Epifluorescent image of the slice preparation showing channelrhodopsin-EYFP fibers in S1. (B) Epifluorescent image of labeled-fibers in VP. (C) Excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) elicited from a VP neuron following laser-scanning photostimulation. (D) Plot of mean EPSCs. Red star indicates recording site. Boxed traces in (C) correspond with boxed values in (D). Scale bars: (A) 250 µm, (B) 250 µm, (C) 100 pA, 100 msec. Click here to view larger image.
Figure 5. Imaging of layer 6 neurons expressing channelrhodopsin-EYFP in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) of the mouse. (A-B) Labeled neurons in layer 6 and fibers projecting to layer 4 and the white matter. Scale bars: (A) 250 µm, (B) 250 µm. Click here to view larger image.

Discussion

The described protocol details an approach for the in vitro assessment of functional topography and physiology of neuronal circuits, which is not limited to the investigation of forebrain circuits, i.e., those of the thalamus and cortex. Several viral constructs for optogenetic transfection have been made available to the scientific community and are readily obtainable from the UNC Vector Core. For a description of viral constructs readily available, see the UNC Vector Core\(^{31}\), the optogenetics resource page at the Deisseroth Lab at Stanford University\(^{32}\) and the Boyden synthetic neurobiology lab at MIT\(^{33}\). Variants of these opsins have been developed by these labs and enable wide-ranging modes for controlling...
neuronal excitability. Obtaining these vectors from the UNC Vector Core requires a Material Transfer Agreement from the originating labs. In this protocol, we note that the addition of polybrene enhances transfection efficacy. In addition, another variable influencing expression is the post-surgical recovery period, which we note that a period of at least 14 days is sufficient to obtain robust expression in the forebrain pathways of mice.

For the targeted transfection of specific neuronal groups, several Cre-transgenic mouse lines have been developed, which can be used in combination with 'floxed' reversed open reading frame viral constructs that have been developed. Several strains pertinent to neuroscience research are available through the Mutant Mouse Regional Resource Centers. Atlases of Cre-recombinase expression patterns in these transgenic lines are offered through the GENSAT database. In addition, Jackson Labs offers several Cre-transgenic strains, as well as others that constitutively express opsins in specific neuronal groups. A critical step to utilizing these mouse lines is to factor in the time necessary for obtaining and establishing a breeding colony, which may vary based on the particular strain of interest.

For photostimulation, we have utilized and adapted the setup developed by the Shepherd Lab at Northwestern University, described in a recent protocol. Although optimized for glutamate uncaging, this setup is amenable also for photostimulation of channelrhodopsin without modification. This setup enables precise spatial control and positioning of the loci of photostimulation, which enables an assessment of the functional topography of channelrhodopsin innervation of recorded neurons. Although spatial control is enhanced with this method of photostimulation, it is more cost prohibitive than methods utilizing LED based field illumination. In addition, the nonuniformity of brain tissue is a limitation of optogenetics, or any techniques involving manipulation of light. In practice though, it is rarely a factor since results are interpreted mostly in a qualitative manner. In case more quantitative comparison between brain regions is needed, one can always use maximum light intensity to achieve "saturated" responses.

In addition, we have used both Tidelwave and Ephus software programs written in Matlab for controlling the laser-scanning photostimulation and data acquisition. However, it is recommended that those setting up a similar system employ the newer Ephus software, which has support available through the Janelia Farms development site. A key step is choosing which of these software packages to use, since their hardware requirements differ slightly. In addition, the map analysis programs are tailored to their respective data acquisition programs.

Several of these steps can be modified to suit the practitioner’s particular setup. Injections of viral solutions can be performed with delivery mechanisms besides a syringe, e.g. capillary glass pipettes pulled to tip diameters of ~40 μm also work well. For surgeries, a nonstereotaxic headholder can be substituted if such coordinates are not required for guiding injections. In addition, ACSF and intracellular solution compositions may be altered depending on the particular experimental requirements, e.g. substituting a cesium or high chloride intracellular solution to isolate inhibitory currents. Also, an alternative to imaging of expression patterns in fixed slices may also be done in the live slice on a suitable imaging rig with a bath perfusion system.

In summary, this protocol will enable the practitioner to characterize the functional topography and synaptic physiology of projections in vitro, which may not be possible using standard methods, e.g. characterizing long-range projections that are unable to be preserved in a slice. The transfection protocol described can be applied to in vivo optogenetic experiments, since the delivery mechanism is the same. Finally, although this protocol describes transfection of mice, many of the viral vectors available can be used to theoretically transfect and express these opsins in a wide range of mammalian species, thus enabling a myriad of comparative and species-specific studies.
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